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I am writing to thank you again for the the chance to meet you, already some 
weeks ago, to discuss issues arising from your visit to Indonesia. 

You will recall my commitment to provide further details on our programs in 
Indonesia. The pace and scope of change over the past six weeks as history continues to 
be made on the streets and in the government offices of Jakarta, has been breathtaking. 
Over this time, we have shuffled staff out of and back into Jakarta. Meanwhile, we have 
done our best, through this period of unrest and political transition, to engage the 
government and key members of civil society, to help them keep sight of reforms and 
actions needed to move the county out of crisis and lessen its impact on those most 
vulnerable. 

As the situation continued to unfold day-by-day, it has, as you can imagine, been 
difficult for us to keep up-to-date on capturing in writing our emerging assistance 
strategy. I am at last able to provide you with more background on the World Bank' s 
program in Indonesia and actions we are taking to respond to the crisis. The attached 
Country Brief reflects the most recent developments and how our program is responding. 
I have also enclosed a list of our active portfolio. Finally, I have included a briefing which 
provides economic and social statistics, that help put the country's development progress 
in perspective. 

I have just returned from a brief visit to Jakarta, focusing very much on the social 
policy agenda. I can assure you that our team is working hard to engage a wide range of 
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Indonesians in the debate on both short and medium term action and reforms. But the 
way ahead is complex, with innumerable challenges in sight. Indonesia needs all our best 
efforts and support. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me ifl can provide any further information. 

Attachment: 

Sincerely, 

Katherine Marshall 
Regional Manager 

Knowledge Management and Social Development 
East Asia & Pacific Region 
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The World Bank and Indonesia 

The Republic of Indonesia has achieved remarkable economic development success over the past 
decade and was, until recently, considered to be among the best performing East Asian 
economies. Indonesia grew at a rate of 7.1 percent between 1985 and 1995, and attained real 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth of 7.8 percent in 1996. Between 1970 and 1996, the 
proportion of the population living below the official poverty line declined from 60 percent to an 
estimated 11 percent-about twenty-eight million people--reflecting the government's strong 
commitment to poverty reduction. 

The World Bank has maintained an active presence in Indonesia since 1967 to support broad
based economic development with an emphasis on poverty reduction. Loans supporting the 
development of energy, industry, agriculture, and infrastructure dominated the first 20 years of 
lending; while the past decade has seen a significant shift toward increasing investment in 
education, health, the environment, and social development. 

Cumulative World Bank lending to Indonesia as of May 1998 was approximately US$23.4 billion. 
At the beginning of July 1997 there were about 70 active projects being implemented and over 90 
percent had a satisfactory approval rating. Outstanding Bank loans to Indonesia amount to 
US$10.7 billion, including IDA credits of about US$750 million. Total commitments to the 73 
active projects in FY98 stand at US$7.5 billion of which about US$4.5 billion is undisbursed. Of 
the total commitments, 24 percent has been invested in the power sector, followed by 17 percent 
in the urban sector, 15 percent in rural development, 14 percent in transport, 14 percent in 
education, 11 percent in private sector/finance, and 5 percent in health. (See attached project list 
for more details.) 

The World Bank responds to the crisis 
In October, the World Bank pledged US$4.5 billion to Indonesia over the next three years as part 
of the IMF-led US$43 billion international support program. The program emphasizes a 
framework for macroeconomic stability, financial sector reform, competition and trade policy, and 
an emphasis on social safety nets for the poor and other vulnerable groups. Of the total pledged, 
the Bank will likely contribute US$2 billion in quick disbursing adjustment loans to support 
financial sector restructuring and long-term structural policy reforms this year, while the 
remaining US$2.5 billion will fund recently approved and planned investment loans, many of 
which focus on special poverty alleviation efforts and social investment programs. 
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The Bank, in support of the IMF package, is committed to helping Indonesia stabilize its 
economy, minimize social impacts of the drought and economic disruption, and implement the 
reforms it needs to prepare for the eventual return to growth. In the immediate term, this involves 
moving quickly to protect those most vulnerable to the crisis while working on a number of other 
key fronts-including restoring domestic confidence by reducing structual inefficiencies and 
improving transparency; restarting the domestic financial sector; putting in place mechanisms to 
jump-start trade finance; and working out a framework for restructuring corporate debt. A 
special effort on financial sector reform is helping the government to push ahead on taking control 
of high risk banks, to improve supervision and bank governance, and liberalize entry of foreign 
entities. 

The World Bank focuses on mitigating the social impacts of the crisis 
Although the crisis is affecting all Indonsians, the impacts on those at the lower end of the 
economic ladder will be most profound. Despite great progress made in reducing the number of 
poor, Indonesia still has a large number of people clustered around the $I/day poverty line-small 
drops in income translate into large numbers of people falling below the poverty threshold. The 
effects of the economic crisis-increased unemployment, decreased public funding, and 
plummeting incomes--come on top of one of the most severe droughts in 50 years, causing 
serious repercussions for the poor and for those who have recently moved above the poverty line. 
The 28 million people living in absolute poverty may very well double as the combined effects of 
the Indonesian crisis and El Nino become further realized. 

Reaching out to the poor 
In the midst of the crisis, it is easy to lose sight of the fact that the Indonesian government has 
made great progress in reducing the poverty of its people through broad- based economic 
development backed by strong human resources development. Efforts to reach the poor with 
special programs of assistance have intensified in recent years, through a series of government 
actions targeting villages "left behind" in the development process; extending the scope and 
quality of basic social services; implementing regional development plans to correct poverty
related inequalities; developing better methodologies and information systems for identifying and 
targeting poor groups; and supporting local economic initiatives and labor-intensive works. 

These interventions have helped, but gains are easily reversed, and now are threatening to increase 
the number of poor people by as much as 20 million people, if not more. In rural areas, the Bank 
is helping to increase the access of the poor to services, including research and extension services 
for farming systems that are specific to their agro-ecological zone. It is using portfolio savings 
(from the depreciation in the rupiah) to finance labor-intensive public works (padat karya) in 
urban and rural poverty areas to generate employment and raise incomes, and is preparing 
poverty-oriented investment operations in rural and urban areas to enhance the national poverty 
reduction program. The Bank's portfolio of operations is similarly being restructured to better 
respond to the changing needs of a country in crisis, with strengthened poverty reduction 
components that transfer resources and ensure the delivery of basic services to the poorest 
villages and kecamatans ( subdistricts) of Indonesia. The Bank continues its ongoing analytical 
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work to assess the government's poverty reduction programs and make policy recommendations 
as needed, as it continues to closely monitor service distribution bottlenecks and other poverty 
indicators. 

Preserving Social. Services 
In education, the increase in school fees and decline in family incomes means that more parents 
will take children out of school. Poor families are more likely than others to withdraw their 
children from school, adding to the increasing disparities between rich and poor. The need to 
maintain enrollment rates and education quality-through scholarships, block and matching 
grants, teacher training, and textbook supplies-is central to the Bank's strategy in this sector. 
This strategy will be tested in coming weeks, as the Bank-led coalition of ministries and donor 
agencies unroll a national mass media and social mobilization campaign to keep kids in school as 
the academic year begins on July 20. This initiative-with its human capital, community 
development and income transfer dimensions-is a major government and donor undertaking and 
is perhaps one of the largest anti-crisis efforts in East Asia. 

Health programs are suffering from government budget constraints and sky-rocketing drug 
prices-the result of a currency falling to 20 percent of its former value. There is great concern 
over the lack of supply and/or unaffordability of proper medicines and drugs. The Bank has 
worked with the Ministry of Health (MOH) to help ensure the protection of basic health services, 
including the availability of drugs, vaccines, contraceptives, and is working with the government 
to help deepen its health monitoring system. One-quarter of the current health portfolio has been 
restructured in response to the crisis, and the Bank is working with MOH to target districts with 
the greatest need as priority recipients of health subsidies and resources. 

The Bank is taking the lead in reaching out to members of the donor community, academics, 
NGOs, and other members of civil society to coordinate a strategy that cushions the impact of the 
crisis on the people and that lays the groundwork for the path to recovery. It is helping to 
develop a social-safety-net-type fund, which the Government is pursuing as its "Development 
Recovery Program", to serve as a vehicle for funneling World Bank and other donor assistance to 
NGOs, community groups, and others for development purposes. The government has agreed to 
allow these groups greater responsibility for planning, implementing and monitoring the 
development program tasks which the government had previously handled. And, the Bank is 
helping with the establishment of the Humanitarian Foundation of Indonesia, intended to 
distribute emergency assistance for the poor in Indonesia. 
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Coordinating with Donors 
As chair of the Consultative Group(CG), formed in 1992, the Bank provides the forum for an 
annual meeting and regular consultations among the 20 or so bilateral and multilateral donors to 
Indonesia. The next Consultative Group meeting for Indonesia is tentatively scheduled for late 
July 1998, and will focus on the social impacts of the crisis. 

The Bank and donor community have been working together to ensure that the basic supplies of 
food and medicine are maintained in Indonesia and are available to the poor, and that the poor 
continue to have access to basic social services, including health and education. Once these needs 
are met, the donor strategy can then shift towards helping the government work towards more 
responsive and efficient delivery institutions for the future. 

As part of these donor coordination efforts, in April 1998, the World Bank hosted a technical 
meeting of international donors to work together to help Indonesia overcome the social 
consequences of the financial crisis and recover from its worst drought this century. The group 
reviewed contributions, priorities and policy 
initiatives on poverty alleviation and drought 
relief and discussed ways of enhancing support 
for Indonesia. It was acknowledged that many 
activities were underway with many more to 
come, necessitating greater consultation and 
coordination, along with regular meetings to be 
held in Jakarta. 

A follow-up meeting coordinated by the Bank 
was held in Jakarta on June 5, 1998. Donors 
reiterated their support for programs supporting 
health, education, and job creation. There was 
agreement that although a food crisis was not 
imminent, problems existed relating to higher, 
nearly unaffordable food prices; temporary 
breakdowns in food distribution channels; and 
increased "hoarding" by consumers. Donors 
reached consensus on the need for further 
analysis of food price movements and the 
impact of food subsidies on prices; and on the 
need to coordinate the various initiatives by 
diverse agencies for employment generation and 
job creation-keeping in mind efficiency and 
possible "leakage" in funds. 

Involving NGOs 
The Worid Bank's partnerships with a wide 

Responding to the crisis: 
As the budget constraints dismantle the 
effectiveness of local institutions in providing 
social services, the recently approved 
Kecamatan Rural Development project 
provides a timely response. As part of the 
Bank's strategy to improve development 
planning and management at the local level by 
making it more transparent and more 
accountable to villagers, the project provides a 
more effective channel for putting resources in 
the hands of the most needy in rural areas. 
Using a community-based planning process and 
the fast, direct transfer of funds to villages, the 
project helps communities identify, select, and 
support their own infrastructure investment 
priorities. It targets the poorest subdistricts in 
the country, provides extra allocations to the 
eastern island subdistricts hit hardest by the El 
Nino phenomenon, and will benefit some 7-10 
million rural Indonesians. Project funds can 
finance public infrastructure-such as roads, 
water supply, school and clinic rehabilitation, 
crop storage and processing facilities-on a 
grant basis, and can also support economic 
subprojects on a loan basis. 

range of civil society and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) 1s growmg increasingly 
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important in the.successful delivery of the Bank's assistance to Indonesia. For example, policy and 
academic research institutions-such as the Center for Strategic and International Studies and the 
University of Indonesia-have become important regular contributors in the Bank's nonlending 
services. UNICEF and the Bank are working with the Ministry of Health and other agencies on 
iodine deficiency disorders. Two national newspapers, an NGO, several universities, and the 
Library of the National Institute of Sciences are helping to disseminate Bank reports more widely. 

National and international NGOs are now involved in all stages of conservation projects, while 
community level NGOs and other groups are becoming involved in delivery of services under 
lending operations that require close interaction with beneficiaries, such as the STD/ AIDS and 
Village Infrastructure projects. CARE and the Bank are working on developing and applying 
social assessment methods for rural and regional area development projects. 

The Bank's partnership with NGOs has intensified since the crisis began nearly a year ago. NGOs 
are being consulted on the planning and implementation process of poverty-targeted projects, and 
have collaborated with the Bank on monitoring the social effects of the crisis and the increases in 
poverty numbers. 

The Bank has also been active in organizing the National Committee on Transparency, or the 
Indonesian Society for Transparency-at the request of the Indonesian Association of 
Accountants-and took the lead in drafting a charter and position paper for this organization. The 
Committee is to be chaired by Mar'ie Muhammad, former minister of finance, and the vice 
chairman is Marzuki Darusman, a member of the National Commission on Human Rights. 
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PROJECTS APPROVED-FISCAL YEAR 1998 (July 1997-June 1998) 
• Safe Motherhood project (7/97-US$42.5 million) will improve maternal health status and 

reduce mortality and morbidity in selected districts in two provinces (East and Central Java) 
by improving the quality and delivery of maternal and reproductive health services. 

• Banking Reform Assistance project (12/97-US$20 million) is providing technical 
assistance for the implementation of banking reforms. 

• Information Infrastructure Development project (l l/97-US$34.5 million) will enhance 
private sector participation in the provision of information technology (IT), postal, and 
tourism services by removing barriers to market entry. 

• Bengkulu Regional Development project (4/98-US$20.5 million) will promote rural 
development and economic growth in Bengkulu, Sumatra's second poorest province. 

• The Coral Reef Rehabilitation and Management project ( 4/98-US$6.9 million and a 
GEF grant of US$4. I million) will support better management of Indonesia's valuable coral 
reef resources and associated ecosystems in order to enhance the welfare of coastal 
communities. 

• The Maluku Regional Development project (4/98-US$16.3 million) will promote 
sustainable economic growth with equity and thereby alleviate poverty in rural and coastal 
areas of Maluku-a region highly dependent on agriculture and fisheries-by investing in 
decentralized and community-based programs focusing on agriculture, small-scale 
infrastructure, and income-generation. 

• The West Java Basic Education project {4/98-US$103 .5 million) will provide sorely
needed basic education improvement programs targeted at those most vulnerable to the 
effects of the economic crisis-the poor. 

• The Northern Sumatra Region Road project (4/98-US$234 million) will improve part of 
Northern Sumatra's road network in an environmentally-sustainable and efficient manner, 
increasing trade and promoting equitable regional development. 

• The Kecamatan Development project (US$225 million) will help rural communities 
identify, select, and support their own investment priorities. It will generate employment and 
raise rural incomes, strengthen kecamatan (subdistricts) and village government and 
community institutions, and build public infrastructure through labor intensive methods. 

Upcoming Projects include: 
• Structural Adjustment loan (US$I billion) to support policy reforms in trade, investment, 

public finance, competition, social safety nets, and environmental protection; 
• Agriculture Structural Adjustment loan (US$400 million) to support reforms to improve 

agricultural efficiency and possibly emergency assistance for food imports; 
• Urban Poverty Alleviation project (US$300 million) to generate employment through 

infrastructure investment and maintenance in urban areas; 
• Child Development project (US$30 million) to ensure that the health/nutrition and education 

needs of7.2 million poor Indonesian children aged 0-6 are met, in the midst of the crisis. 
• Fifth Health project (US$44.7 million) to raise the health status of the poor by improving the 

quality and ensuring the access of basic health services. 
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Key Events of the Indonesian Crisis--compiledfrom wire reports 
July 1997 Rupiah nosedives after Thai baht's sharp fall 
Oct8 Indonesia seeks aid from IMF 
Oct31 First IMF package announced; World Banlc pledges US$4.5 billion for 3-year program 
Nov. 5 IMF aooroves a $IO-billion loan for as part of the international package. 
Jan6 Suharto presents FY98/99 budget sneech 
Jan8 Black Thursdav. Rupiah free-falls to 11,000. Panic food buving. 
Jan 15 Indonesia reaches 2nd reform accord with IMF: rupiah continues free fall 
Jan21 Suharto announces Habibie as VP candidate-rupiah falls to 16,000 
Feb 10 Currency board prooosal for exchange rate management detracts attention from implementation of IMF package 
Feb 13 International pressure to drop currency board mounts 
March 7 IMF announces deferment of US$3 billion in aid due to government transition 
March 10 Suharto unanimously elected to his seventh 5-year presidential term 
March 14 New cabinet announced, which includes daughter "Tutut" and several close business associates 
April8 Indonesia, IMF sign accord on aid review talks-3rd Letter oflntent signed 
May4 Government announces gasoline & utilities fee hikes-riots, demonstrations ensue 
May9 Suharto leaves for G-15 meeting in E.!M>t 
Mayl2 6 die, a dozen injured in student demonstrations in Jakarta 
May 14 Riots spread in Jakarta-estimated 1180 dead 
May 15 President Suharto cuts short trip to Egypt, returns home 
May 15-17 IMF, embassies, foreim companies, World Banlc evacuate non-essential staff 
May 16 President Suharto hints at reshuffling cabinet 
May 18 People's Consultative Assembly Sneaker Hannoko urges Suharto to resim; Gen. Wiranto calls it "illegal" reauest 
May 18 WB oostnones two loans ($lb SAL, $225m rural poverty) due to go to the Board 5/19 
Mayl9 Suharto delivers speech pledging to step down after appointing a special reform council to draft new laws for 

parliamentarv elections. Rupiah rebounds from 17,000 to 12,200-12,700 
May 19 Students (2000-10,000 in number) take over parliamentarv complex-remain for 3 nights 
May20 14 ministers from Suharto's cabinet announce resimation 
May20 Parliament and student leaders give Suharto resimation a Friday (5/22) deadline to step down. 
May20 Fearing bloodshed, Amien Rais cancels prooosed rally to commemorate student uprising against Dutch colonizers 
May20 Most of Asia's markets and currencies close higher after cancellation of mass rally. Rupiah at 11,200 
May21 Suharto resigns. VP Habibie, a close Suharto ally, immediately sworn in as the new president. Official reaction 

welcomes Suharto's decision, but cautious on the new government. 
May21 General Wiranto pledges militarv sunoort ofHabibie and vows to protect Suharto and family. 
May21 Most Asian stock markets (Tokyo, HK, Singapore, KL, Manila, Bangkok, Taiwan) rose after Suharto resigned, but 

gains were tempered by continuing uncertainty. Rupiah rose briefly in Singapore to 10,600 but sunk to 11,500 by 
mid-daY. 

May22 
New Cabinet Announced: Suharto daughter "Tutut" and close friend "Bob" Hasan were both dropped; Ginandjar 
retained his position as Coordinating Minister for Economy, Finance and Industry, and two well-regarded 
bureaucrats took positions of Finance Minister (Bambang) and National Economic Development Planning Agency 
Minister <Boediono). Wiranto remained as Minister of Defense. 

May22 
Wiranto calls on people to stop opposing the new government. Rejects calls for an investigation into Suharto 
family wealth. Lt. General Prabowo, Suharto's son-in-law, is removed from army strategic command and sent out 
to head the militarv officers' school in West Java. 

May23 Opposition adopt "neutral" position; call for Habibie to consider his presidency transitional; students continue to 
demonstrate. Troops move students out neacefully. 

May25 Two prominent oolitical orisoners granted amnestv. 
May25 Habibie pledges elections ( once new electoral laws are put in place) and a broad reform a.itenda 
May25 Jakarta citv government cancels contracts for drinking water with two companies linked to Suharto family 
May26-27 IMF delegation arrives for talks on releasing US$1 billion in aid. Hubert Neiss, links political stability to economic 

reform progress, talks to opoosition leaders, wide section of civil societv 
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May26 Wiranto announced swift trial for the 19 soldiers named as " " in the killing of six students. 
Mav26 Most businesses and exoats return to Indonesia; WB staff returns to Jakarta office 
May27 Habibie announces that fresh elections will be held in 1999 
Mav31 Group of retired generals call for Habibie to steo down 
June2 World Banlc approves Kecamatan poverty reduction/rural development loan signaling "commitment to helping 

Indonesia's noor". IMF savs nossibilitv of next tranche being released soon is likelv. 
June 3 Leaders' meeting of Golkar decides to conduct a special National Assembly in July-Harmoko agrees not to run 

asrain. 
June4 Debt agreement signed in Frankfurt between Indonesia and the Banlc Steering Committee (representing foreign 

creditor banks) creating a framework for the restructuring of external debt and for the maintenance of trade 
facilities to facilitate import/exoort flows 
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